



December 3 h 2008

Work Continues to Bring Back
Town Clock's Hourly Chimes
Those who live and work in downtown Cole-
brook become accustomed to its sights and
sounds: the turning of foliage, followed by the
first snows dusting Monadnock; the rushing and
gurgling of the Mohawk; and the noon whistle.
One sound that has been missing for some years
is the hourly striking of the town clock, which is
housed in the steeple of the Monadnock Cong-
regational Church. Although the striking mecha-
nism had failed, the clock itself continued to
work until last spring, stopping at times of rain or
below-freezing temperatures.
Since then, a group of volunteers has been tin-
kering with the clock and recently got it running
again. They are now in hopes that an expert may
be consulted to restore its hourly bell chime.
According to March
Starts and Stops
14, 1873 article in The
Northern Sentinel, Colebrook Town Meeting vot-
ers had raised $450 "to buy a town clock to be
placed in the Congregational Church until the
town should see fit to move it somewhere else, to
be owned by the town and assessed separately."
Three months later the Sentinel reported that on
the previous Tuesday, June 17, "the Congrega-
tional Church was dedicated and the clock set
running the same day." Less than a year later on
May 1 , 1 874, the paper reported that town clock
Murray Duke mans the fire department's Quint ladder truck,
Lawton works to lubricate the clock on Saturday, October
Richard Lawton works on the clock's northern face
.
had stopped running, due to "water dripping over
the bell deck, catching on the hands of the clock
and freezing."
This problem was solved and time went on, and
in 1950 a silencing system was put in place to
muffle the bell during the nighttime hours. The
mechanism was designed and installed by Paul
Dayo, with the assistance of Jack Laperle and
with machine work undertaken
by a shop in Lancaster. The last
time the town spent any funds
on its clock was in 2002, when
$500 was expended to have it
cleaned and serviced.
Quite a Piece of Work
The workings of the clock are
reached by a narrow set of
stairs rising into the church
steeple, which is no place for
anyone with a fear of heights or
tight spaces. Amid the dusty,
rough-hewn wood beams and
supports sits a small table
which holds the works of a
George M. Stevens, Model 3A
1872 Tower Clock.




An April, 1994 piece in the National
Association of Watch and Clock Collectors
Bulletin called Mr. Stevens "a rare bird among
clockmakers," in that he died rich. The Boston
native started as a clerk for the Turret & Marine
Company, and moved on to huge success in man-
ufacturing his own clocks for municipal build-
ings and churches. He later made electro-
mechanical gongs and bells for fire alarm appa-
ratus, and post clocks for city streets.
According to the Bulletin article, in 1994 Cole-
brook's was one of only 22 Stevens tower clocks
still in operation, as originally installed and
wound by hand. Author Frederick Shelley had
gathered his research from all over the country,
mostly in the Northeast; in addition to Cole-
brook's, he also found as-installed, hand-wound
clocks operating in Yankton, South Dakota, and
New Holland, Pennsylvania.
Rising from the clock works is a single shaft,
from which three gears branch out to the north,
east and south to turn the hands of its three indi-
vidual clock faces. Each week after Sunday serv-
ices, church deacon Palmer Lewis and his able
assistant, 12-year-old Austin Prusik, climb into
the steeple and wind the clock works.
They follow the church's manual of mainte-
nance, titled "Hints for the Care and Feeding" of
the Stevens clock, which advises regular dusting,
grease and oil lubrication, and adjustments as
needed to its dials. They also rewind the striker,
Murray talks with Richie, who is outside on the ladder, through a hole in
the north face as he works inside on the northern-extending gear shaft.
The Stevens Model 3A, manufactured until 1878
which hits the church's bell every hour, and the
muffler that keeps it from ringing at night.
Repair Efforts Underway
On Saturday morning, October 25, Brendan
Prusik and son Austin, with help from Richard
Lawton and Murray Duke on the Colebrook Fire
Department's ladder truck, greased the gears on
all three faces with marine-
grade Nickel Anti-Seize. On
November 2 they disconnected
one of the faces and re-started
the clock, hoping to identify an
excessive drag problem and
correcting it with more weight
on the winding mechanism.
Palmer said these efforts and
lubrication of the escapement
have done the trick, and the
clock is now keeping good
time. It will require an expert's
services, however, to restore
the bell-striking mechanism so
that the hourly chime may ring
again for all to hear.
—By Karen Ladd, with photographs
courtesy of The News and Sentinel
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From November 1 st through April 1 st, No Parking allowed on any
street between midnight and 6:00 a.m.
Residential permits are free and available at the Town Office.
Sent quarterly, for billing information call 237-4070.
Town Clerk's Office. You must bring ID.
Dogs four months or older must be licensed by April 30*. Contact
the Town Clerk at 237-5200.
The second & fourdi Wednesday as posted. The meetings are held at
the Town Hall.
The first Tuesday of every mondi at 7:00 p.m. in die Town Hall
District Courtroom unless otherwise posted.
The first Wednesday of every month at 3:30 p.m. in die Town Hall
conference room.
The First Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. unless otherwise
posted.












8:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
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Albert W. Ferns, Jr.
Affirmative Action Taken At Prior Town Meetings
1973 Town Meeting Article #48
Provided indemnification for Town Officers and employees.
1994 Town Meeting Article #3
Ballot vote: Shall we adopt an exemption for the totally and permanently disabled? Motion
made and passed.
1994 Town Meeting Article #30
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property pursuant to RSA
31:95-e. Until rescinded.
1994 Town Meeting Article #31
Authorize the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's
deed, pursuant to RSA 80:80. Until rescinded.
1994 Town Meeting Article #33
Accept the provision of RSA 33:7 until specific rescission of such authority, die Selectmen
to issue tax anticipation notes.
1995 Town Meeting Article #5
Library to retain all money it receives from its income-generating equipment to be used for
general repairs, etc. Until rescinded. (RSA 202.A:11, 11-b)
1995 Town Meeting #24
Voted to discontinue absolutely that portion of Spring Street commencing one hundred and
fifty feet (150') above die present driveway to the residence of Robert and Kelly Lemieux to
the intersection of Titus Hill road.
1995 Town Meeting Article #25
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the State,
Federal or other Governmental unit or a private source, until rescinded.
1995 Town Meeting Article #26
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept, gifts, legacies, and devises, until rescinded.
1996 Town Meeting Article #3
Adopted and increased die Veteran's tax credit from $50.00 to $100.00
1997 Town Meeting Article #16
Adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A: 4-d, authorizing Library Trustees to accept gifts of
personal property, other than money.
1997 Town Meeting Article #19
Maintain and plow, Munn Road.
1998 Town Meeting Article #26
Allow Tax Collector to accept the pre-payment of taxes pursuant to RSA 80:l-a.
Affirmative Actions Cont.
1999 Town Meeting Article #11
Adopt the provisions of RSA 31:95-c to restrict year-end surpluses of revenue from the
Colebrook Dispatch Center to expenditures for the purpose of Dispatch Center. Such
revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to be known as
the Colebrook Dispatch Center Reserve Fund, separate from die General Fund. Any surplus
in said fund shall not be deemed part of the General Fund accumulated surplus and shall be
expended only after a vote by the legislative body for a specific purpose of the fund of
source of the revenue.
1999 Town Meeting Article #14
Authorize separation of die Special Equipment Capital Reserve Fund: police cruiser and
highway equipment.
1999 Town Meeting Article #27
Discontinue and release from public servitude the section of road previously the Old Route
3 from Piper Hill Road, South to the present Route 3.
2000 Town Meeting Article #7
Establish Colebrook Village Cemetery Fence Expendable Trust Fund.
2000 Town Meeting Article #20
Establish a Maui Street (Route 3) Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund.
2000 Town Meeting Article #33
Delegate to the Board of Selectmen the authority to accept dedicated streets, until rescinded
by a future vote of the Town Meeting. (RSA 674:40-a).
2000 Town Meeting Article #34
Accept the road known as Missing Link Way, as shown on Plan 99-78, as a class VI Town
Road which, die Town has no obligation to maintain.
2000 Town Meeting Article #36
Prohibit the sale ofMTBE (mediyl tertiary butyl ether) in the Town of Colebrook.
2001 Town Meeting Article #3
Change die term of die Town Clerk to three (3) years.
2001 Town Meeting Article #4
Change the term of the Town Treasurer to three (3) years.
2001 Town Meeting Article #39
To exchange the 50' wide right-of-way at die Soudi end of Bouchard's Apparel building (Tax
Map U-12 Lot 7) for a right-of-way through a reinforced concrete pipe conduit to be
installed, built and located to Town specifications by and at the expense of die owners of the
Bouchard property. The exchange will also include a 25' right-of-way granted to the Town
by die owners of the property from the East or Route 3 end of the conduit around the
Soudi end of any proposed building to access the West end of die Conduit.
2001 Town Meeting Article #41
Accept Bill Bromage Drive, so-called, as a Class V highway.
Affirmative Actions Cont.
2002 Town Meeting Article #6
Establish a Colebrook Property Reassessment Expendable Trust Fund.
2002 Town Meeting Article #43
Discontinue portions of Couture Street, and to convey such title as the Town may have in
those triangular portions to the abutting landowners.
2002 Town Meeting Article #44
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept two (2) triangular shaped land parcels of
Couture Street conveyed from North Country Realty Trust and Norman and Amy Brooks.
2002 Town Meeting Article #45
Charge a fee for items and/or material disposed of at the Town of Colebrook Transfer
Station by any person, company or organization generating such waste because of a business
or professional activity.
2002 Town Meeting Article #47
Prohibit Smoking in Restaurants. (By petition) (Later repealed by Superior Court).
2002 Town Meeting Article #48
Authorize the Selectmen as agents to withdraw funds from die Sanitary Landfill Closure
Fund. Until rescinded.
2003 Town Meeting Article #4
Adopt provisions of Senate Bill 76 audionzing new construction property tax exemption.
2003 Town Meeting Article #39
List the Selectmen as agents for the Bridge Fund, Highway and Police Cruiser Equipment
Purchasing fund. Until rescinded.
2003 Town Meeting Article #41
Authorize the Selectmen to convey ownership of die Industrial Building to the Colebrook
Development Corporation.
2003 Town Meeting Article #42
Authorize the Selectmen to accept conveyance of lot #4A (Sewer pump house).
2003 Town Meeting Article #44
Authorize the Selectmen to deed Nugent Spring Street Property to Colebrook Downtown
Development Association.
2003 Town Meeting Article #45
Authorize the Cemetery Trustees to apply for, accept and expend without further action by
Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other Governmental unit or a private
source which, becomes available during the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b, until
rescinded.
2004 Town Meeting Article #12
Audionze the Cemetery Trustees as agents to expend from the Colebrook Cemetery Fence
Maintenance and Repair Fund.
Affirmative Actions Cont.
2004 Town Meeting Article #30
Authorize die Public Library Trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action by the Town meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year, in
accordance with RSA 202-A:4-c, until rescinded.
2005 Town Meeting Article #3
Authorize the Selectmen to enter into five-year purchase agreement for a Plow Truck. This
agreement does contain an escape clause.
2005 Town Meeting Article #5
Expendable Trust Fund created for the purpose of Digital Tax Mapping.
2005 Town Meeting Article #11
To authorize the Town Clerk wages to be paid through the Towns weekly payroll.
2005 Town Meeting Article #12
To establish a Recreation Revolving Fund as authorized by RSA 35-B: 211.
2005 Town Meeting Article #13
Authorize the Selectmen to convey a conservation easement on thirty acres of Colebrook
Water Works land (Map R-5 Lot 39.)
2006 Town Meeting Article #12
Authorized the Selectmen to grant a fifty-foot right-of-way to Morris Sage across the
southeast corner of land owned by the Town known as the "Parsons Lot" (Tax Map #114-
16) located off Lynch Road.
2007 Town Meeting Article #9
Establish a River Retaining Wall Capital Reserve Fund, and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen as agents to withdraw from this fund.
2007 Town Meeting Article #11
Establish a Disaster Management Expendable Trust Fund, and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen as agents to withdraw from tins fund.
2007 Town Meeting Article #19
Establish a Cemetery Grounds Maintenance and Reclamation Expendable Trust Fund.
2007 Town Meeting Article #21
Modification of the Elderly Exemption to comply with current RSA's.
2007 Town Meeting Article #22
Modify the Veterans Credit (RSA 72:28 form $100.00 to $150.00.
2007 Town Meeting Article #23
Support the issue of climate change.
2008 Town Meeting Article #18
Authorized a Ninety-Nine year lease to Colebrook Development Corp, for broadband
antenna building.
2008 Town Meeting Article #20
Library Trustees board members from seven to five beginning with the 2009 election.
2008 Town Meeting Article #21
To give a property tax incentive in the amount of 100° o of the assessed value for a
residential wind energy system.
2008 Town Meeting Article #22
To give a property tax incentive in the amount of 100% of the assessed value for a
residential solar energy system.
Official Town Meeting Minutes
March 11, 2008
Colebrook, New Hampshire
Moderator Jonathan Frizzell opened the Annual Town Meeting at 7 pm. The approximate 200 people in
attendance stood to recite the Pledge of Allegiance, followed by a prayer conducted by Father Craig
Cheney.
Article 1 To bring in your ballots for the selection of Town Officers to be elected by ballot for the
Town of Colebrook for the ensuing year.
Article 2 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Frank Dumaine, to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,980,282.00 for General Government, as follows:
1) Executive $ 75,522.00
2) Election, Registration and Vital Statistics $ 43,820.00
3) Financial/Assessing/Tax Collection/Treasurer/Secretary $188,441.00
4) Legal and Data Processing
'
$ 27,500.00
5) Planning & Zoning $ 20,728.00
6) General Buildings $ 56,361.00
7) Advertising & Regional Association $ 2,200.00
8) Police/Fire/Ambulance/Emergency Management $410,840.00
9) Highways & Streets $641,189.00
10) Sanitation, Landfill & Recycling $360,876.00
11) Health Agencies /Animal Boarding $ 32,380.00
12) General Assistance $ 7,750.00
13) Recreation/Patriotic $ 89,000.00
14) Economic Development $ 13,675.00
15) Debt Service $ 10,000.00
Clint Brooks made a motion to amend this article to read to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,986,882.00. This $6,600.00 increase should be reflected in a revision of item #13,
Recreation/Patriotic, from $89,000 to $95,600. Arthur Dodge seconded the motion. The
motion to amend the article passed with a voice vote.
The article as amended to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,986,882.00 for General
Government passed with a voice vote.
Article 3 Benoit Lamontagne made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,000.00 for the
purpose ot purchasing a New Cruiser, all of which is to come from the Capital Equipment
Cruiser Fund (Capital Reserve Fund created in 1999). Larry Rappaport seconded the
motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 4 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Benoit Lamontagne, to raise and appropriate
the sum of $36,395.00 for the support of the new 45th Parallel Emergency Medical
Services and to permit the Board of Selectmen to enter into a contract with this Service for
such purpose. The initial contract will be for a six month period beginning July 1, 2008 and
ending December 31, 2008. The intent in the following years is for the Town to include this
expenditure directly in the operating budget. After much discussion, the motion was passed
by secret ballot.





Article 5 to raise and appropriate the sum of $60,074.00 (gross budget) for the purpose of
hiring a Resource Officer was passed over as it was not approved at the Colebrook School
District Annual Meeting.
Frank Dumaine made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $65,000.00 for the
purpose of repairing the Hazen Road Bridge, $47,000.00 of which is to be raised by
taxation with the remaining $18,000.00 to come from the Bridge Fund (Capital Reserve
Fund created 2003). Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
With the passage of Article 6, Bruce Kate made a motion, seconded by Wayne Hall, to Pass
Over this article to authorize the Selectmen to close to all traffic to the bridge formally or
now known as Hazen Road Bridge, and to discontinue as an open maintained highway that
portion of die highway crossing said bridge, and to reclassify such portion as a Class VI
highway, subject to gates and bars. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Frank Dumaine made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to raise and appropriate the
sum of $65,000.00 for the purpose of repairing the Washburn Bridge, all of which will
come from the Bridge fund (Capital Reserve Fund created 2003) and no monies to be raised
through taxation.
During discussion, it was stated tiiat a locked gate is at the end of this bridge. Wayne Hall
made a motion, seconded by Robert Hodge, to amend the article by adding the following
sentence to the end of the article: "Passage be stipulated that the gate come down totally in
order for die bridge to be built by the Town." Arthur Dodge remarked that it might read
better to say "the gate come down permanendy." Messieurs Hall and Hodge agreed that
was their intent and changed their amendment accordingly. The motion to amend the
article as stated passed with a voice vote.
The article as amended to raise and appropriate the sum of $65,000.00 for the purpose of
repairing die Washburn Bridge, all of which will come from the Bridge Fund (Capital
Reserve Fund created 2003) and no monies to be raise through taxation; passage be
stipulated that the gate come down permanently in order for the bridge to be built by the
Town was Defeated by a standing vote.
51 Yes 67 \o
Article 9 Benoit Lamontagne made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $218,950.00 for the
purpose of Construction & Repair to the Retaining Wall, widi $100,000.00 coming from
the 2007 fund balance and $118,950.00 coming from the Retaining Wall Capital Reserve
Fund (created 2007). No amount will be raised tiirough taxation. Larry Rappaport seconded
the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 10 Frank Dumaine made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $70,000.00 for the
following Capital Reserve Funds:
1) Equipment Purchase (1999)
2) Police Cruiser (1999)






The motion was seconded by Larry Rappaport and passed with a voice vote.
Larry Rappaport made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for the
following Expendable Trust Funds:
1) Disaster Management (2007) $ 20,000.00
Benoit Lamontagne seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Frank Dumaine, to raise and appropriate the
sum of $377,505.00 to be added to the Main Street Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund
(created 2000) which will come from revenues from the 2007 fund balance, and not from
2008 taxation and to authorize the Selectmen as agents to withdraw from this fund until
rescinded. This amount represents revenue received in 2007 under the Town's landfill
contract.
Wendell Woodard made a motion to amend the article by putting a period after the words
"from 2008 taxation" and deleting the remainder of that sentence. Keith St. Laurant
seconded the motion. The motion to amend the article as stated passed with a voice vote.
The article as amended to raise and appropriate the sum of $377,505.00 to be added to the
Main Street Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund (created 2000) which will come
from the revenues from the 2007 fund balance, and not from 2008 taxation (this amount
represents revenue received in 2007 under the Town's landfill contract) passed with a voice
vote.
Article 13 Frank Dumaine made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 459,892.00 for the






Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 14 Frank Dumaine made a motion, seconded by Arthur Dodge, to raise and appropriate the
sum of $119,660.00 for the support of the Colebrook Public Library: $107,780.00 is to be
raised through taxation and $11,880.00 of which is to come from other Library balance on
hand January 1, 2008, book sales, donations, trust funds, non-resident fees, other
communities, over due fines, book resale's, copying fees etc., such funds to be expended
under the direction ot the Board of Library Trustees. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 15 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Frank Dumaine, to raise and appropriate the
sum ot $78,643.00 for the operation and maintenance of the Colebrook Cemeteries, the
sum of $66,643.00 to be raised through taxation and $12,000.00 to be raised from burials,
cemetery trust funds and other Colebrook Cemetery revenues. The motion passed with a
voice vote.
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Article 16 Benoit Lamontagne made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to he-
added to the Colebrook Cemetery Grounds Maintenance and Reclamation Fund
Expendable Trust (2005). Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a
voice vote.
Article 17 Benoit Lamontagne made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to raise and appropriate
the sum of $201,106.00 for the Colebrook Dispatch Center, of which $110,507.26 will be
raised through taxation, $5,000.00 will be withdrawn from the Colebrook Dispatch Center
Reserve Fund (a special revenue fund created in 1999) and the remainder to be offset by
revenues from the participating towns. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 18 Benoit Lamontagne made a motion to authorize a Ninety-Nine (99) year lease to be given
to the Colebrook Downtown Development Corp. for the Broadband antenna building. The
lease will be tor an easement under the building and 50 feet around die perimeter of the
building to allow for maintenance and repairs, this easement will include a 25 foot roadway
leading to the antenna. Larry Rappaport seconded the motion.
Larry Rappaport stated that the wording needed to be corrected. Colebrook Downtown
Development Corp should be changed to Colebrook Development Corp as there is no
"downtown" in their name. After a brief discussion regarding the location of the building
and who Colebrook Development Corp was, the motio'n passed with a voice vote.
Article 19 Benoit Lamontagne made a motion, seconded by Frank Dumaine, to Pass Over Article 7
to rescind the designation of Aldrich Road as a scenic road. (By Petition.) Mr.
Lamontagne explained that, since the petition had been brought to the Town, the
petitioning parties involved had solved the issue and had asked the Selectmen to withdraw
the article. The Moderator questioned if any of the petitioning parties had a problem with
this, and upon hearing none, called for a vote. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 20 Benoit Lamontagne made a motion, seconded by Frank Dumaine, to change the number of
persons serving as Library Trustees from seven to five, beginning with the 2009 election.
At that time, two persons will be elected for three-year terms, two for two-year terms, and
one for a one-year term. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 21 Frank Dumaine made a motion to give a property tax incentive in the amount of 100% of
the assessed value of a wind energy system? (By Petition) Larry Rappaport seconded the
motion.
Article 22
Larry Rappaport made a motion to amend the article and add the word "residential" before
"wind energy system." Frank Dumaine seconded the motion. The motion to amend the
article as stated passed with a voice vote.
The amended motion to give a property tax incentive in the amount of 100% of the
assessed value of a residential wind energy system passed with a voice vote.
Larry Rappaport made a motion to give a property tax incentive in the amount of 100% of
the assessed value of a solar energy system? To include photovoltaic, solar space heating,




Larry Rappaport made a motion to amend the article and add the word "residential" before
"solar energy system." Frank Dumaine seconded the motion. The motion to amend the
article as stated passed with a voice vote.
The amended motion to give a property tax incentive in the amount of 100% of the
assessed value of a residential solar energy system to include photovoltaic, solar space
heating, solar water heating and passive solar energy systems passed with a voice vote.
Granvyl "Bud" Hulse made a motion, seconded by Wayne Hall, to accept, ratify and
confirm the reports of the Agents, Selectmen, Auditors and all other Town Officers. The
motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 24 To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting:
Larry Rappaport was acknowledged for his twenty-two years on the Colebrook Planning
Board and six years as Selectman with a standing ovation and citation from Governor
Lynch.
Granvyl "Bud" Hulse was presented the 2008 Citizen of the Year Award for "daring to ask
the questions the rest of us wanted to", his many years of service as a volunteer, and
dedication to the town and its citizens. He also was presented a citation from Governor
Lynch.
In answer to an inquiry as to whether the Pay as You Throw program was being voted on
this year, Larry Rappaport stated no. Mr. Rappaport explained that the Town is planning
on creating an alternative energy at the landfill site by taking the methane being produced
and turning it into electricity. There is also the probability that a couple of windmills will be
placed at the height of the land at the old landfill site on Skyline Drive.





Town Manager and Tax Collector Report
I want to take this opportunity to thank all Town of Colebrook employees for their hard
work and loyalty to Colebrook.
A Colebrook citizen came to me last spring and said they would like to anonymously donate
$3,000.00 for a worthy project. They were concerned about the Mohawk River Retaining
Wall tailing into the river and the damage it would cause. Several other worthy projects and
charities were discussed but the person left it up to town officials to decide how best to use
the money. It was placed in an account until the town decided to utilize it to secure the
$290,000.00 federal funds Senator Sununu set aside for this project. Even though the
Senator had, the funds set aside, Colebrook had to file a federal application, which required
studies and reports from the engineer.
The Town of Colebrook is very fortunate to have citizens and organizations donating money
and volunteers donating their time to work on all the various committees and projects.
Many Main Street buildings have been restored and the Arts Center and Williams Building
projects are progressing nicely. The many events that citizens enjoy during the year take an
enormous amount of volunteers. I want to thank all of you for making this possible.
This past year all department heads gave a quarterly report to the Board of Selectmen
detailing what their departments had accomplished and how much money they had saved
the town. It turned into a friendly competition between the police chief and public works
director to see who could save the most. An attempt to list more town information,
including the savings, on the web site will be made during the 2009 year. Town of
Colebrook Web site is www.colebrook-nh.com .
It is hard for a department to save more dian the public works department due to their
advantage of being able to use materials or goods that has been dropped off at the transfer
station. The metal and steel they used to fabricate or weld comes from the metal pile.
Whenever anyone drops off furniture or appliances that are still usable, the objects are set to
the side and made available to anyone that needs them. This procedure not only helps
people in need; it also reduces the amount of demolition debris trucked to another facility.
Last winter Sheldon Gray repaired the exposed and broken water main in the Mohawk River
at the Pleasant Street Bridge. Because this repair was completed with a DES emergency
wetland permit, the pipe could not be placed underneath the riverbed. It is still exposed to
the ice and whatever debris comes with high water conditions. The town needs to apply for
a full wetland permit and relay tins pipe underneath the riverbed.
The second broken water mam crossing in the Mohawk River was at die Route 26 Bridge.
The DES permit allowed this crossing to be laid five (5) feet beneath the riverbed. A twelve
(12) inch water main and valve were installed by SCI from Vermont.
Chief Cass and Roland Cotnoir spoke with officials at the Berlin prison about inmate labor
doing projects for the town. Inmates that are taken out in the communities to do diese
projects are minimum risk and close to release time. The men were very conscientious about
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their work. They scraped and painted the water building at the rear of the town parking lot,
painted the courtroom and scraped, primed and painted 90% of one side of the town hall.
This summer we hope to have them finish the building and do more projects for the town.
While David Hicks and Bob Grant were gathering staging for the men to use, Millard
Crawford finished a project and brought his staging to the town hall for them to use. I
want to thank all the people listed in this project for making it come together and be
successful.
The town office was short staffed last winter with one person out for surgery and another
on maternity leave. This made the budgeting process, balancing year-end reports and
preparing the town report a very challenging time for the staff. In June Janey Moore became
a full-time employee dividing her time between Deputy Town Clerk, general office, tax
collection and assessing.
Another challenge for the town office staff was the completion of the town wide mapping
project. For example, quite often deeds list acreage as ten (10) acres more or less and the
town taxed on 10 acres. Now that Cartographic Associates measured the parcels with a GPS
system, the parcels are listed as 10.2 or 9.5 acres. This created around 700 parcel acreage
changes. Office staff worked with property owners and Cartographic Associates, Inc. to
come to a consensus of which parcels were listed correctly. The 2008 tax bills were issued
late for both billings.
The Town of Colebrook's assessing firm, Avitar Associates, is conducting a property
revaluation this year. This project is contracted to be completed by the end of October.
The first bill will be issued in June and the second bill as soon as the town has the new
assessments, enters them in the system and issues the bills.
Even though the economy is slowing down in the North Country, tax monies came in better
than expected. This is due partially to all lending institutions requiring their real estate loans
escrow property taxes. We have some families having a hard time paying their taxes. Please
know that all payments, large or small, are welcome. If you have questions about your taxes
or making payments on a bill, please call the office and talk to Melanie or Janey.
Fifteen (15) days after the 2008-second issue properly taxes were due, 10.37% were unpaid
and at the end of thirty (30) days, it dropped to 8.82%. Considering the economy, this is
very good. We can only hope next year's percentages will not be higher.






Another year has passed, and with the New Year comes new hurdles. The Police
Department is working with the Select Board to do everything possible to reduce spending
without sacrificing service. We are going to reduce coverage to events in order to reduce
overtime. We have reduced fuel spending along with man-hours in other areas. During these
tough financial times, we are asking for your cooperation and your patience.
Corey Lord completed his Police Academy training last spring and currently Garth Hurlbert
is attending the Police Academy. Officer Lord did not request reimbursement for mileage
while attending the Academy and neither is Officer Hurlbert.
During 2008, we applied for several grants, which were awarded to the town. We received a
grant for the purchase of bulletproof vests and a highway safety grant to purchase an in-car
camera system for the new cruiser. The Police Department worked with the Coos County
Sheriffs Department in assisting the Colebrook Kiwanis Club with Child ID packets.
I am continuing to work with State agencies to improve the radio situation in our area
through federal grants. It is something that needs improvement desperately.
The Police Department is looking for your assistance in combating any criminal activity. If
you have any information on drug activities, please call 1-800-NAB-DOPE (800-622-3673).
Please call 237-9912, Ext. 19 and ask for voice mail if you have information regarding any





Colebrook Communication Center— CCC
Two thousand eight has proven to be a very challenging year for the CCC as all of the Fire,
EMS and Rescue agencies serving our area have refined their response policies. That, along
with the nearly 21,000 calls CCC handles on an annual basis, requires experienced
dispatchers with advanced training.
CCC training is a continuous part of our agenda and has been greatly enhanced with the
completion of the 2008 Dispatch Standard Operation Procedure manual. The majority of
the training itself involves on-the-job training. This on-the-job training effort is
continuous and includes new hires, as well as currently employed dispatchers. During the
past year, we have trained two new hires for part-time positions. New hire training generally
requires about eight 40-hour weeks with the greater portion of the hours spent on the 8 am
to 4 pm shift. Dispatchers are trained to deal with non-emergencies also — anything from
lost or stolen items to lodging information.
In July of this year, NH 911 installed a computer mapping system that covers the entire
state. When a NH 911 emergency call is directed to the CCC, this mapping system, known as
ali-trakker, automatically pinpoints the exact location on our computer Valor CA.D.
screen. Dispatchers have the ability to enlarge or decrease the ali-trakker map screen image,
as well as scroll to locate adjacent roads and landmarks. This, coupled widi the updated
snowmobile maps, increases our ability to direct emergency responders to both on and off
road scenes.
In closing, all of us at the CCC would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone in our
extended community for their cooperation and consideration during tins past year. This
holds especially true for all the individual responders and emergency personnel we work with
on a daily basis, many ofwhom volunteer their time and expertise. Their patience during this





Public Works Report for 2008
First and foremost, I want to thank my crew tor a job well done. These people sacrifice
much of their evening / night hours to maintain our roads and infrastructure in general. Last
winter we had one of the heaviest snowfalls on record, and the crew handled it all admirably.
The roads were well maintained despite die weather. We had a lot ot mud in the spring and
hauled 350 tons of rock to till in mud holes. We had two months ot almost continuous rain
through the summer, which did not help grading or any other maintenance.
The Colebrook Landfill ceased accepting waste on August 14 th officially. The plastic cap will
be placed in 2009. New England Waste Services sponsored an open house in July, which
people seemed to enjoy. Mr. Rosi's sixth grade class toured the landfill and the kids got a lot
out of it.
New England Waste Services also gave the Town a 672CII John Deere Grader and a
Caterpillar portable generator a total value of $105,000.00.
The treatment system is running fine; all but one contaminant are now below state
standards. The gas to energy project is underway. NH Electric COOP has gotten all but one
easement to run a new power line from the landfill to Fish Hatchery Rd. The gas generator
will be hooked up in the spring and will start electrical production by burning the landfill gas.
The solar aerators are working for us, another five years and the cost savings will be
completely ours.
The crew cleaned sewer mains on die east and north end of town this year, a total of 2.6
miles of pipe.
We have drilled a production well on the new water company land and completed all the
testing required by the Department of Environmental Services. The pump, piping, pump
house, etc. are not built yet. We do have some grant money to at least start the next step of
the project.
Wally Laro retired this year in October and we wish him well!
Sincerely,
Kevin F. McKinnon
Colebrook Public Works Director
17
Office of the Town Clerk
It was very evident in this ofhce that the economy was slowing down as early as June. That
is when we realized the income from motor vehicle registrations was falling off by an
astounding $3,000 to $4,000 a month, resulting in a total $47,112 less than last year. Non-
registration of multiple vehicles and more expensive and gas-guzzling four-wheel drives
appear to be the reason.
The remainder of the revenue taken in by the office remained substantially the same. The
following is a breakdown of the revenues turned over to the Treasurer during 2008.
Motor Vehicle Registrations $375,919.83
+ Of this, $331 was refunded to a customer due to non-use of decals
Dog Licenses (521) 3,433.50
*Of this, $1,115.00 paid to Department of Agriculture for animal
control per RSA 466:4
Vital Statistics Abstracts 4,168.00
Turned over to the State of New Hampshire
Municipal Agent Fees, Vital Records & UCC's 12,239.30
Boat Registrations 972.37
Dog Fines 125.00
Bad Check Collection Fees 75.00
Requests for Voter Checklist 91.50
Filing Fees 13.00




Colebrook Planning Board Report
Changes in the economy and die green philosophies ot our community were
at the forefront of our work in 2008. The requests for new construction
building permits were down. There were many permits tor additions and
renovations. Also the applications tor second homes and camps were down.
In the area of greenhouses and alternative energy, we saw unprecedented
interest and growth.
We had many questions, applications and permits for both residential and
commercial greenhouses. With the price ot commercial produce, along widi
the growdi and consciousness of healthful eating habits, this area should
continue to grow.
With unprecedented energy prices, the inquiry and demand for alternative
energy sources came to the forefront. It showed itself in many forms, from
outdoor wood furnaces, to windmills, to wood sheds and wood pellet storage
silos. The Town and die State of New Hampshire have enacted regulation
changes and new regulations concerning the installation of alternative energy
sources, so please check out these changes before installation.
This coming year the Board will continue to work and try- to meet the needs
and requests of its citizens. As always, we strive to promote and advocate
new and existing business in Colebrook. There are openings on die board for
bodi members and alternates, please do not hesitate to join. Our meeting
day remains the first Tuesday of the month, beginning at 7 pm, in the












Colebrook Recreation Department Report
The Colebrook Recreation Department has operated year round since 1999. Since that time,
the department has continued to operate with the director as the only full-time position.
The Department has grown from ottering just a dozen programs in 1999 to offering forty-
five different programs in 2008 to over 1,500 participants. There are sport activities, camps,
and adult, child, and family programs offered throughout the year.
The summer of 2008 saw the largest summer camps attendance the Department has ever
had. Three different day camps were offered for ages 4 to 14 as well as four different sports
camps. The enrollment in the children's Camp Monadnock increased, as well as the camp
for teens, Hikes Bikes Trips and Flips. This was the first summer of offering a Mini-
Monadnock camp, one day a week for 4 and 5-year-olds who were looking for a small
portion of the camp experience. The Drama Camp put on the production Willy Wonka Jr
with the help of twenty-four children from the community, eight summer counselors, and
director Tracey Sullivan. The kids did a great job and were able to put on two shows for the
community.
Over the course of 2008, there were four new programs offered to the community. The
Stnrvwalk was started at the Colebrook Elementarj School, incorporating the walking track
encircling the new fields. The Letters to Santa program began at the end of the year and had
over 70 participants for the first year. The Family Camp Out Night and Tot Yoga were two
new programs also offered in the past year.
The Recreation Advisory Board assisted once again with the Grade 3 & 4 Basketball
Tournament in March. They also contributed money to the summer camp financial
assistance program, purchased safety glow sticks for Halloween, and purchased two digital
cameras to document recreation programs.
The Colebrook Recreation Department also introduced itself to Myspace.com, creating a
page to advertise upcoming programs. You can become a friend of Colebrook Recreation at
www.myspace.com/colebrookrecreation . Many of the programs will be advertised through
this site, as well as through the email list serve. If you would like to receive email updates of
upcoming program, please, email colebrookrecreation(g),ornail.com .
It is die hope of the Recreation Department that the number and quality of the available
programs does not suffer with the many budget cuts set for the 2009 year. Community
support and volunteers have helped to make Colebrook Recreation programs successful. I
would like to once again thank the Recreation Advisory Board and Travel Team coaches for
all of their assistance in 2008. Thank you to all community members who have donated






The Library had over 21,000 materials go out in 2008. We loaned over 800 materials to other libraries and borrowed
over 600. We had sixteen new patrons sign up for the NH Downloadable Book program through the State Library
and they borrowed 138 books.
Many groups used our meeting space, including a Dog Obedience Class, Wellness programs, GED, MicroCredit, an
Alzheimer's Group and the Recreation Department.
The Summer Reading program, "G'Day for Reading" was opened with Meg Gilman, The prognim was topped off
with a pizza party and puppetry show "Me and U Passin' Thai" by Just 2. "Wildlife Encounters" journeyed north
with a snake, a green frog and a surprise visit from a joey.
Preschool storyhours are held ever}' Wednesday at 10:00 in the spring and fall. Bobie Bunnell brought her "Music
with Rascals" program in November. We will be having her return this year.
The Adult book group is still meeting on the second Thursday of the month at 6:30. We welcome new readers and
suggestions.
Anyone interested in genealogy is welcome to come to the Library and use the free "Ancestry" database available
through the State Library. Linda Tillotson and Sheila Parkhurst have put together a database of local families in the
"Family Tree" maker and are working on the area towns. Anyone with completed family genealogy is urged to
submit a copy to the library for entering into the database. We are working to update our obituary folders also and
older obituaries are always welcome.
Linda Tillotson has also transcribed the old letters found at the Poore Farm into five binders. Anyone is welcome to
come in and peruse.
Father Albert Bellefeuille has left the Library his Canadian genealogy collection. Many of the Canadian and area
Catholic Church records are included. We would like a volunteer to translate the records so we could catalog them.
The roof of the original building was shingled and the fascia board on the addition was repaired. The Kiwanis
repaired the sign.
I attended the "Turning the Page" seminar in Portland, Me. this fall. The program was sponsored by the Gates
Foundation and PLA and was a requirement for the "Staying Connected" grant we received. This grant extends
over two years. During the first round, we will receive a new computer with a 20% match. Next year we will have to
match 50%. This year's match was money raised from the booksale and donations.
The Library was awarded $27,000 trom the Tillotson Fund towards the renovation of the original library's
basement. We hope to begin work on a handicapped bathroom this spring. A chairlift was installed in the front
foyer for handicapped access to the children's room. USRDA granted us $5000 to be matched with the Janice Davis
fund to buy furnishings for the children/young adult rooms.
I would like to thank Claire Allaire, Robert and Sandra Fernni, and Donna Forbes for processing the books and
Phil Corliss for doing my handyman work.
This Library would not be successful without the staff, Cynthia Harris, Rose Hand and Donna Collins or the
Library Trustees consisting of; Russell Fuller, Joan Bird, Lon Morann, Lisa Kenny, Mike Godzyk, and Tori Smart, I








To the Board of Selectmen,
Colebrook, New Hampshire:
We have compiled the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the
business type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of
Town of Colebrook as of and for the year ended December 31, 2007, which collectively
compose the Town's basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. We have
also compiled the accompanying supplementary information contained in Schedules 1
through 4, which are presented only for supplementary analysis purposes and are not a part
of the Town's basic financial statements. Our compilation was conducted in accordance with
Statements on Standards for Accounting and Rerieir Senices issued by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of financial statements information that is
the representation of management. We have not audited or reviewed the accompanying
financial statements and, accordingly, do not express an opinion or any other form of
assurance on them. However, we did become aware of a departure from generally accepted
accounting principles that is described in the following paragraph.
As explained in Note IV. K. in the notes to financial statements, the Town is a party to
agreements that include elements of barter in connection with the closure of its landfill and
certain other activities. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States require
that the economic effect of barter arrangements be accounted for at the fair value of
consideration given or received, whichever is more measurable. Because the Town is unable
to obtain certain information from the other parties to the barter arrangement, the Landfill
Closure Fund reflected in the governmental funds balance sheet and statement of revenues,
expenditures and changes in fund balance does not include all balances and activities that
would have been included had such information been known.
Management's discussion and analysis on pages 2 through 6 is mot a required part of the
basic financial statements but is supplementary information required by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board. We have compiled the supplementary information from
lntormation that is the representation of management, without audit or review. Accordingly,
we do not express an opinion or any other form of assurance on the supplementary
information.
We are not independent with respect to Town of Colebrook.
June 20, 2008
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North Country Council, Inc.
Regional Planning Commission & Economic Development District
The Cottage at the Rocks
107 Glessner Road




I would like to thank all of your for your support of the council this past year. We have
made a number of positive changes and completed a number of projects throughout the
region. Once again, we reaffirmed the Council's commitment to serve community and
regional needs.
Over the past year, we have continued to deliver planning and economic development
services throughout the region. We have and we will continue to adjust our capacities to
respond to the needs of the communities and I think you will see this in the programs that
we will be introducing in the coming years. The North Country Council has continued its
strong relationship with the Department of Commerce and the Economic Development
Administration (EDA) in bringing funding and project development to the region. As we all
know, these are tough economic times and we will be working with our State and Federal
elected officials to do whatever we can to assist our communities economically. We will
continue our Community Planning Outreach program targeted at helping our planning
boards in the difficult tasks of managing the planning activities in their communities. We will
continue to seek your input as to the communities' needs and, as always, be providing the
necessary technical support and education as our resources allow. These programs as well as
all the other traditional programs in master planning, solid waste management, grant writing,
natural resource planning, Brownfields assessments, and transportation planning will
continue to be the focus of North Country Council. Please take the time to look over our
Annual Report and give us some feedback as to where you think the Council could improve
and how we might better serve our communities.
Again, thank you for all of your support for the Council and hope that I and my staff can
continue to be of service to your community. The Council is here to serve you. It is your
organization. Our staff and Board are committed to responding to community need. If there
is a project or a need in your town, please call us. We are dedicated to both supporting our







































He aid, George J.














































Moore Sr., Kevin C.
North Country Comm Rec Cnt
Porter Jr., Alton M
Robinson, David L.
Rosi, Terrence F.













































































23,550.00 Exemptions off Valuation
1,124,268.00 Net Valuation
Approved Town Tax Rate 6.56 Gross Tax Amount
Net Local School Budget
Less Adequate Education Grant
State Education Taxes
Approved School Tax Effort
Approved Local School Tax Rate
Equalized Valuation {$154,503,481) x
No Utilities
Approved State School Tax Rate
Due to County
Less Shared Revenues
Approved County Tax Effort
Approved County Tax Rate
4,145,368.00 Less Tax Credits:
(1,797,568.00) Late Inventory Penalties


















Total Out of Precinct Rate 24.50







Village District Tax Rate 1.26
























































Notes for the 2009 Town Meeting
28(a)
Yearly Tax Rate History
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Town $ 9.54 $ 9.54 $ 7.47 f 7.47 $ 5.93 $ 5.80 $ 6.56
County $ 3.91 $ 4.51 $ 3.46 $ 3.18 $ 3.11 % 3.04 $ 4.07
School $ 23.55 % 18.43 $ 14.32 $ 12.26 $ 14.12 $ 13.12 13.87



















































Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31st, 2008




THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Colebrook, in the County of Coos, in the State of New
I lampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Colebrook School Gymnasium in said Town of Colebrook
on Tuesday, March 10, 2009 at 7:00 P.M. in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1 To bring in your ballots for the selection ot Town Officers to be elected by ballot for the
Town of Colebrook for the ensuing year.
Article 2 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Town of Colebrook Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amendment #1 to Article IV Section 6.C:
If construction has begun, and is not completed after one (1) year, the Board will consider a
permit extension for up to one (1) additional year. If an extension is granted, the original
Building Permit will become null and void if construction is not completed by the end of
die extension. A new application will have to be submitted and heard for consideration by
the Board. Building permits are not transferable.
Article 3 Are you in favor of the adoption of .Amendment #2 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Town of Colebrook Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amendment #2 to Article IV Section 6.D.4:
Timely process. All applications for Certificates of Occupancy, once accepted and marked
complete by the town's designated employees shall be processed within thirty-hve (35)
business days or the application shall be considered as automatically approved. If
circumstances require quicker Board action, upon written request, the Planning Board or its
designee will consider and process the Certificate of Occupancy within 5 days of request or
it shall be considered automatically approved.
Article 4 To see if the Town will
Government.
cote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,712,292.00 tor General
1) Executive and Elections $ 72,963.00
2) Registration and Vital Statistics $ 28,039.00
3) Financial/Assessing/Tax Collection/Treasurer
Secretary/Data Processing $152,506.00
4) Legal $ 14,025.00
5) Planning & Zoning $ 12,138.00
6) General Buildings $ 51,606.00
7) Advertising & Regional Association $ 2,079.00
8) Police/ Fire/Emergency Management $376,079.00
9) Highways & Streets $684,660.00
10) Sanitation & Recycling $179,762.00
11) Health Agencies/Animal Boarding $ 31,725.00
12) General Assistance $ 7,250.00
13) Recreation/Patriotic $ 79,860.00
14) Economic Development $ 11,100.00
15) Debt Service $ 8,500.00
Article 5 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $232,064.00 tor the
purpose of implementing the Pay As You Throw Program.
Article 6 To see if the Town (upon disapproval of Article 3) will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $234,208.00 for the purpose of running the Colebrook Transfer Station.
Article 7 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $72,790.00 for the support
of the new 45'h Parallel Emergency Medical Services and to permit the Board of
Selectmen to enter into a contract with this Service for such purpose. In the event the
Towns and the 45dl Parallel Emergency Agency come to an agreement for a five year
contract the Town's people gives permission for the Selectmen to sign and enter into the
contract without having to come back to a Town meeting as long as an escape clause is




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $51,000.00 for the
following Capital Reserve Funds.
1) Equipment Purchase (1999)
2) Police Cruiser (1999)
$ 38,250.00
$ 12,750.00
To see if tine Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 408,813.00 for the






Article 10 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate die sum of $155,014.00
for die support of the Colebrook Public Library. $106,889.00 is to be raised through
taxation and $48,125.00 of which is to come from other Library balance on hand January 1,
2008, book sales, donations, trust funds, non-resident fees, other communities, over due
fines, book resale's, copying fees etc., such funds to be expended under the direction of the
Board of Library Trustees.
Article 11 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ot $74,172.00 for the
operation and maintenance of the Colebrook Cemeteries, the sum of $65,172.00 to be
raised through taxation and $9,000.00 to be raised from burials, cemetery trust funds and
other Colebrook Cemetery revenues.
Article 12 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $207,949.00 for the
Colebrook Dispatch Center, of which $110,507.26 will be raised tiirough taxation, and the
remainder to be offset by revenues from the participating towns.
Article 13 To see if the Town will vote to accept, ratify and confirm the reports of the Agents,
Selectmen, Auditors and all other Town Officers.
Article 14 To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this of February 2009.
COLEBROOK BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Benoit Lamontagne - Chairman, Board of Selectmen
Francois G. Dumaine — Selectmen
Roland Cotnoir - Selectmen
Benoit Lamontagne - Chairman, Board of
Selectmen
Francois G. Dumaine — Selectmen
Roland Cotnoir - Selectmen
35
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Town of Colebrook




















































































































































































Wages - Ballot Clerks
Wages - Counters



































































































































































































































































































































































































Town Clock Maint. & Repairs
Improvements to Buildings
Fletcher Mem Pk Wall Repair
Boiler Permit













































































































































































































































































































































Heating Fuel & Oil
Water
Sewer
Radio Purchase & Repairs
Maintenance & Repairs
Storm Drains









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N. Country Senior Wheels









Budget for Year 2009
2008 2008 2008 2009
Requested Actual Remaining Requested
























Budget for Year 2009
2008 2008 2008 2009






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Emergency Radio - Dispatch Gont.
Town of Colebrook




Ben Young Hill Tower
Spots Terminal

































Transfer Station Pay As You Throw Budget for 2009
01-4323-10-110 Salaries % 2,313.00
01-4323-10-120 Wages $ 29,230.00
01-4323-10-210 Health/Dental $ 23,000.00
01-4323-10-220 Social Security $ 2,200.00
01-4323-10-225 Medicare % 515.00
01-4323-10-230 Retirement $ 2,868.00
01-4323-10-240 Training & Seminars $ 100.00
01-4323-10-241 Work Compensation $ 1,188.00
01-4323-10-341 Telephone $ 450.00
01-4323-10-390 Hauling Services $ 80,000.00
01-4323-10-392 Flourescent bulbs $ 1,200.00
01-4323-10-393 Tires % 4,500.00
01-4323-10-394 Electronics $ 5,000.00
01-4323-10-410 Electric $ 800.00
01-4323-10-411 Heating fuel & oif $ 1,200.00
01-4323-10-480 Insurance $ 600.00
01-4323-10-490 Maintenance & Repairs $ 2,500.00
01-4323-10-550 Printing $ 200.00
01-4323-10-551 Newspaper notices $ 400.00
01-4323-10-561 Certification Fees $ 100.00
01-4323-10-562 Tipping Fees $ 52,000.00
01-4323-10-610 Supplies $ 13,500.00
01-4323-10-620 Office supplies $ 150.00
01-4323-10-625 Postage $ 300.00
01-4323-10-740 Equipment & Materials $ 7,000.00
01-4323-10-800 Gas removal $ 750.00
Total Budget $ 232,064.00
53
Bank Accounts for The Town of Colebrook
December 31, 2007
Town Funds
General Fund Account (First Colebrook Bank)
2008 Beginning Balance $ 378,605.07
YTD Revenues $ 7,815,956.35
YTD Interest Earned $ 2.236.62
YTD Expenditures $ (7,167,427.08)
2008 Ending Balance $ 1,029,370.96
General Fund Account (Citizens)
2008 Beginning Balance % 3,108.57
Interest Earned $ 1.80
Withdrawals A lade $ (3,110.37)
2008 Ending Balance $
Recreation Revolving Fund
Grant Fund




Bank Accounts for The Town of Colebrook
December 31, 2007
Library Trust Accounts Cont.
Young Adult Program Fund
New Fund Created in 2008 $ 27,000.00
Interest $ 120.86
2008 Ending Balance $ 27,120.86
Cemetery Trust Accounts
General Cemetery Fund
2008 Beginning Balance $
Deposits made $
Interest Famed $
To correct 2007 error $
2008 Ending Balance $
Azel Harding Fund
2008 Beginning Balance $
Interest Earned $





























2008 Beginning Balance $ 5,670.60
Interest Earned $ 204.39
2008 Ending Balance $ 5,874.99













Nellie & Elizabeth Young Fund
2008 Beginning Balance S
Interest Earned $
2008 Ending Balance $
Leonard/Forristoll
2008 Beginning Balance $
Interest Earned %







Trustee of Trust Funds Totals
2008 Beginning Balance $ 2,997,734.31
New Funds Created $ 595,271.19
Interest $ 113,765.20
Withdrawals Made $ (66,838.76)
To correct 2007 error $ (25,476.79)




Colebrook has witliui its boundaries tour cemeteries of which the trustees are responsible for three The fourth is the
private Roman Catholic cemetery on South Main Street just north ot the Shane
The Cemetery Trustees have die responsibility of bemg die general overseers of die care and maintenance of the diree
cemeteries. However, in as much as die bulk ot die money rose for die maintenance comes from perpetual trusts, die trustees of die
Trust Funds of Colebrook are charged by State law widi die task ot insuring diat die trust money is used as the original donors
expected it to be
Village Cemetery:
The Village Cemetery is located on U.S. Route 3 at the nordiern edge of die village The bulk of die old cemeteries trust
funds are dedicated to diis cemetery.
Reed Cemetery:
The Reed Cemetery is located in East Colebrook at die junction of die Forbes and Reed Roads Widi one exception, die
rules diat apply to die burials in die Village Cemetery apply to diose of die Reed Cemetery The exception either is that, due
to die limited space available tor future burials, only those persons widi a strong taiinly connection to die cemetery or own
their lots may be buried in diat cemetery
Titus Hill Cemetery:
This cemetery is located on Titus Hill Road, east of the village. Smce diere are no maps associated with dus cemetery and
no records exist of where the old graves are located, diis cemetery, tor all practical purposes, is closed to funire burials.
St. Brendan's Cemetery:
This is a private cemetery under the control of St Brendan's Cadiolic Church in Colebrook, widi die exception diat the
towii annually provides a sum of money to assist in its maintenance. We exercise no jurisdiction over its operation. All trust
funds diat were previously held by die Trustees pertaining to persons buried in dus cemetery were turned over (with State
approval) to die St. Brendan Trustees in the eady 1980's.
Cemetery Trust Funds:
There are five different types of trust hinds relating to the village cemetenes: perpetual care, cleamng of tombstones,
flowers, trees and shrubs, and general maintenance.
NOTE: It should be stressed here that die Colebrook Trustees of die Trust Funds are not bound to accept bequeadis from wills or
odierwise perform tasks, wluch diey feel are not ui die best mterest ot die Town (Eg furdier flower funds.) The Trustees
may reject such bequeaths Consequendy, should lawyers or persons drawing up wills call for advice, it is strongly urged
that the Trustees advise die person plaudy that any bequests agamst Trustees policy will not be accepted.
Perpetual Care:
Tills is by far die largest number ot trust hinds held by die Tnistees ot die Trust Funds They can be divided into diree
types:
a. RESTRICTED: the oldest and largest number of trust funds These are set up so diat die mterest is used only for die
maintenance of a specified lot.
b. NON-RESTRICTED: in the early 1980's the wording of die perpetual care trust funds was changed to allow the
excess interest accumulated from each new trust to be used for die care of die cemetery as a whole
c. GENERAL TRUSTS: startmg in 1986, by a vote of die townspeople at die Annual Town Meeting, it was decided to
do away widi specific trusts Perpetual care funds are now transferred to a general cemetery trust fund, and except for
die year that die money was received, the identity ot die trust is no longer kept separate We however, do, keep a name
card on file ot diese trusts for retereiice purposes
Cleaning of Stones:
There are diree trusts that contain widun dieir uistructions wording diat calls tor occasional cleaning of die tombstones
These instructions are to be honored as long as adequate funds are available over and above the general care and
maintenance of die lots No further trusts of dus nature will be accepted, as die Cemetery Trustees have initiated a cleaning
and reclamation program tor the complete cemetery.
Flower Funds:
Originally, diere were twenty-four (24) lots for wluch flower funds had been established These called tor flowers to be
placed on die lots each Memorial Day These requests have been honored as long as funds were available to maintain die
lots and purchase die flowers. Only nine (9) remain widi sufficient funds. Annually (just before Memorial Day) die Trustees
of die Trust Funds will contact one of die local flower shops and contract die placement of die flowers on die respective
lots. No furdier trusts of dus nature will be accepted.
(All lot locations are based on Nancy Dodge's register of cemeteryplots and are all located in the lillage Cemetery)
Trees and Shrubs:
This fund was established by Ehzabedi and Nellie Young to beautify die Village Cemetery It can be used for the purchase
of trees and shrubs, perennials etc hide or nodung of die account had been used over the years, and as a result, it has
grown to considerable size. Presendy, approximately $500 is wididrawn each year to turn die hedges and shrubs.
General Maintenance:
Frank Leonard left money for die general care and maintenance of die Village Cemetery The mterest of dus fund has been
used prunanly to paint die wrought iron fence.
Tibbett's Family Trust
These funds are to be used to create and maintain die Tibbett's Memorial Park, and such other programs that will add to
die beauty of die cemetery The expenditure of diese funds is to be determined annually by the Trustees of die Trust Funds
hi conjunction widi die Cemetery Trustees.
New Cemetery Trusts:
The purchase price of a new lot includes bodi die costs of die lot and die perpetual care It is paid to die Treasurer of die
Cemetery Trustees, who dien turns it over to die Trustees of die Trust Funds
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Colebrook Cemetery Trustees Report
It is once more time to make our annual report to the people of Colebrook. We must again give
praise to Sexton Arthur Truesdale and his crew, Glenn Raymond Jr., Marianne Rossitto, Larry
Shawney and Gregory Raymond for their excellent maintenance of our cemeteries.
Lots in the main Cemetery were sold to Ruth Maclean, Tanika Beauchemin, (for Michael Crawford
Estate), Richard Kelsea, Jules and Barbara Kennett, Virginia Earley and Clive and Catherine
Tomlinson. Bonnie Day and Arleen Douglas purchased a plot in the Tibbetts Memorial Park. There
were six entombments from other towns, for which we received reimbursement as well as ten full
burials and twelve cremations.
Our paving project continued from the main entrance to the fence line. The area in the rear where
spring mud causes problems was also extended.
For the tirst time in a number of years, the back area of the Cemetery was hayed. We extend our
sincere gratitude to Arthur Beauchemin and his crew for the excellent manner in which they
conducted the project.
Ellie Gooch and Virginia Suckney placed flowers and Christmas wreaths, at the main entrance.
Flowerbeds in the area of the old tomb were cleared and next spring will be planted with perennials
and shrubs. Sheldon Gray donated a load of loam for this project and we expressed our sincere
appreciation to him.
Projects conducted by the cemetery crew including repairing several sunken graves and areas
needing reseeding, placing a ramp for the vaults in the tomb and stone cleaning in the Colebrook
and Reed Cemeteries.
We are looking into applying for a grant to clean and repair stones in the Titus Hill Cemetery.
An update of Nancy Dodge's Cemetery book is almost complete. This is a project that Sally, with
the help of Stephanie Lyons and students in her commercial class at Canaan High School, have been
working on for several years. We extend our appreciation to Mrs. Lyons and her students.
The Trustees feel we had a very productive year and look forward to next year. Future
improvements we are committed to are:
Repair and clean old stones
Pave remaining entranceways up to the fence line
Pave areas in the main cemetery where needed
Continue with our reclamation area project
Rebuild existing and new road system
Investigate methods of removal of boulders and ledge in areas for burial plots
Respectfully submitted,
Sally S. Wentzell, Chairman
Bookkeeper for Colebrook Cemetery Trustees
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, 9ARAt<^ 45th Parallel Emergency Medical Services
183 Corliss Lane
Colebrook, NH 03576*I f«W § (603) 388-4150V s
January 14, 2009
The 45dl Parallel EMS is a NOT FOR PROFIT private corporation, recognized by the
Internal Revenue as a 501c (3). The agency is governed by a Board of Directors consisting
of representatives appointed by the selectpersons from the following New Hampshire and
Vermont towns: Bloomfield, Canaan, Clarksville, Colebrook, Columbia, Dixville,
Lemington, Norton, Stewartstown, and Pittsburg; the Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital,
the Colebrook, Beecher Falls, and Pittsburg fire departments, the UCVH Emergency
Department Medical Director, and two at large members elected by the board. The current
board members are: President - Greg Placy (Colebrook); Vice President — Harry Brown
(Stewartstown); Secretary - Clayton Hinds (At Large); Treasurer — Vacant; Bloomheld —
Lynda Paquette; Canaan - Greg Noyes; Clarksville - Michael Dionne; Columbia - Brett
Brooks; Dixville - Burnham "Bing" Judd; Lemington - Vacant; Norton - Franklin Henry;
and Pittsburg - Brian Dorman; the Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital - Louise McCleery,
Colebrook Fire - Robert Lawton; Beecher Falls Fire - Steve Young; Pittsburg Fire - Sandy
Young; and the UCVH Emergency Department Medical Director - Vacant.
The resource hospital for the agency is the Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital, which
provides medical direction for providers in the held. The 45
th
Parallel EMS began
operations on October 1, 2008 with a fleet of four ambulances three were donated by
UCVH and one was bought from the Town of Pittsburg. It operates 24 four hours a day/7
days a week with a full time crew of four EMT-Intermediates, 2 EMT-Basics, twenty-five
per diem employees and a Chief Advanced Life Support providers respond on each 911
call. Advanced and Basic Life Support providers transport patients to other hospitals for
specialty care, often with an Advanced Healthcare Provider on board, depending on the
needs of the patient.
The 45 ' Parallel headquarters is temporarily housed on the grounds of the Upper
Connecticut Valley Hospital. The transfer ambulance is housed off campus in a heated
garage on the grounds of the Colebrook Country Club. A building that will house all of the
ambulances and operations of the 45
th
Parallel EMS is scheduled to be completed by
September 30, 2009 on a building site, already purchased by the 45
th
, located on Ramsay
Road off US Rte 3 in Colebrook.
The 45 * Parallel EMS serves an area of approximately 900 square miles and is anticipating
responding to around 750 calls in 2009. During the months of October, November, and
December 2008, the 1 st three months of our operation, we responded to the following calls
as outlined below by town:
• Bloomheld - 1 medical emergency.
• Canaan - 23 medical emergencies and 1 motor vehicle accident.
• Clarksville - 4 medical emergencies, 2 motor vehicle accidents, & 3 fire standbys.
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•
Colebrook - 31 medical emergencies & 2 motor vehicle accidents.
Columbia — 2 medical emergencies.
Dixville - 2 medical emergencies & 1 fire standby.
Lemington — 1 medical emergency.
Norton - 1 medical emergency.
Pittsburg - 22 medical emergencies, 2 motor vehicle accidents, 1 snowmobile
accident, 4 medical alarm activations, 2 lift assists & 1 fire standby.
Stewartstown - 22 medical emergencies including 9 at the Coos County Nursing
Home, 1 motor vehicle accident, & 1 fire standby.
Mutual Aid Requests -
^ 1 Advanced Life Support (ALS) intercept with Enrol Rescue
y 3 mutual aid responses for Errol Rescue
^ 1 mutual aid response for Groveton Ambulance
• Interfacility Transfers —
^- 26 to Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH
3 intercepts with DHART air transport
1 intercept with DHART ground transport
> 3 to Veterans Hospital, White River Jet, VT
^ 2 to Concord Hospital, Concord, NH
5* 5 to Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital, Colebrook, NH
>- 2 to Coos County Nursing Hospital, Stewartstown, NH
>- 1 to Union Hospital, Lynn, MA
y 2 to Portsmouth Regional Hospital, Portsmouth, NH
^ 5 to Androscoggin Valley Hospital, Berlin, NH
> 5 to Littleton Regional Hospital, Littleton, NH
> 2 to Fletcher Allen Healthcare, Burlington, VT
> 2 to North Country Hospital, Newport, VT
^ 1 to Weeks Hospital, Lancaster, NH
P- 1 to Boston General Hospital, Boston, MA
^ 1 to patient's home in Colebrook, NH
The 45
th
Parallel EMS works closely with Beecher Falls Volunteer Fire Department and
Pittsburg Fire and Rescue who provide FAST Responder service within their catchment
areas. This tiered system is what has helped to improve the time that it takes for patient care
to be initiated and be transported. The 45th Parallel is committed to providing all area EMS
providers with the required continuing education that is necessary for them to maintain their
EMT licenses. The agency is sponsoring an EMT-Basic course and a FAST Responder
course in 2009.
The leadership of the 45th Parallel is dedicated to fiscal responsibility and to operating the
service efficiendy to minimize the burden to the taxpayers in the participating towns. In
addition, the 45th is not immune from the challenges of health care reimbursement as we
anticipate collecting 34% of charges. Though this may not sound like a significant amount,
by health care standards, it is at or better than average. The agency has put a billing system in
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place and now has an approximate 20 day turn around for Medicare payments. Grant
application opportunities are taken advantage of.
The 45
th
Parallel EMS is the first regional not for profit ambulance service in the state of
New Hampshire. The agency started out as a brand new service with many learning curves
along the way. The dedication of the leadership and staff of the 45* Parallel EMS has
allowed the agency to provide Advanced Life Support services to the area and to reduce
response times significantly. One individual who is retiring, Perry Richardson of
Stewartstown and the Beecher Falls Volunteer Fire Department, has stepped down as a
board member and Treasurer of the organization after many years of leadership. His drive,
dedication, and motivation to others are one of the primary reasons that the 45
1
Parallel
EMS is up and running as a viable and vibrant agency. We will continue to strive to serve
the citizens and visitors to the Great North Woods quickly and professionally in 2009.
Harry C. Brown, Chief
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Fire Precinct Report
Annual Report of the Colcbrook Village Fire Precinct









Earl Bunnell II Term Expires March 2009
Philip Ducret Term Expires March 2010
Wayne Frizzell Term Expires March 2011









































List Of Precinct Property
2200 Ft. of 13/4" Hose
3100 Ft. of 4" Hose & Fittings
3600 Ft. of 1 1/2" Hose
6000 Ft. of 2 1/2" Hose






Fire Station and lot
Jaws of Life & Accessories
Misc. Equipment & Supplies
Rescue Sled & Snow machine /Trailer/ATV
Rescue Truck
Tank Truck Number 1
Total Property
Summary Of Receipts
Town of Colebrook Raised by Taxes
Town of Colebrook Outside Fires
Choice point Insurance




First Colebrook Bank Refund
Interest on Account
Jeff Haynes Memorial fund
Metro Reports Bureau
Rescue Boat Fund
State of New Hampshire (Profits Tax)
Town of Canaan, Vermont
Town of Columbia, New Hampshire
Town of Lemington, Vermont









North Pac Mutual Aid
Ossipee Mountain Electronics
P.A. Hicks & Sons
Rr'tnond Paquette - Lunches
SHUFD
Speedway Safety







First Colebrook Bank - Payment on Quint 6






Article 15 OfThe March 25, 1986 Precinct Meeting
It was voted to authorize the Wardens to close the present truck fund savings account established pursuant to
ARTICLE 14 of the Warrant for the annual fire precinct meeting of March 29, 1932 by authorizing die Wardens to
close out said account and establish a trust fund there from; tins trust shall be an expendable trust established to New
Hampshire revised statutes annotated 31:19a, and the Wardens were appointed as agents to expend sums from the trust



















Goudreau Jr., Peter E.








Grande Bois Du Nord, LLC








Hamel jr., Raymond C
Hamel Jr., Raymond C.
Hamel jr., Raymond C.







Harts Mountain Reality Tr.


















Hiddemen Jr., Norman E.
Hinds, Clayton R.
Hodge Jr., Celon G.
Hodge Jr., Celon G.
Hodge Jr., Celon G
Hodge Jr., Celon G.
Hodge Jr., Celon G.
Hodge Jr., Celon G.
Hodge Jr., Celon G.
Hodge Jr., Celon G.
Hodge Rev. Trust, Faith M.





















Perry III, Ralph R.
Perry III, Ralph R
Perry III, Ralph R.
Perry III, Ralph R.
Perry III, Ralph R.





















Raymond Jr., Harvey B.





















Registered in the Town of Colebrook for the Year Ending December 31, 2008










Registered in the Town of Colebrook for the year ending December 31, 2008
* Please Note: RSA's for Vital Records States Mother's Name Only, Not Maiden Name
Date Place Name of Child
January
2 Lancaster Caleb Jeffrey Thivierge
6 Lancaster Haley Ann Rossitto
15 Berlin Nathan Michael Gemc
Name of Father Mother's Name
Christopher Thivierge Crystal Thivierge
Anthony Rossitto Naomie Peters
Benjamin Geruc Lynn Dow
February

















Lebanon Austin Robert Owen













Litdeton Jesse Michael Beauchemin
Littleton Barbara Lynn Thibodeau
Berlin Elizabeth Margaret Smith
Berlin Sabrina Pamela Smith





























Berlin Blake Alexander MacKillop
Berlin Candice Lynn Howe
Lebanon Spencer Michael Grady
Colebrook Carter Steven Umlah











Registered in the Town of Colebrook for the year ending December 31, 2008
'Please Note: RSA's for Vital Records States Mother's Name Only, Not Maiden Name
August
12 Littleton Lindsay Alana Davis Jason Davis Susan Davis
19 Berlin Alexiyah Tayfel Christopher Tayfel Lillian Hensley
21 Littleton Hannah Marie Woods Gerald Woods Kern Woods
September
4 Berlin Garrett Chad Fournier






7 Littleton Nicholas David Dodge
8 Littleton Dale Redmon Goodwin















Registered in the Town of Colebrook for the Year Ending December 31, 2008
































21 Colebrook Victor Morin Francois Morin Rose Dostie
April
5 Colebrook Jeannette Ellingwood Theodore Holbrook Mary Ann is
May
16 W. Stewartstown Elaine Griffin Raymond Griftin Irene L'Heureux
June
23 Colebrook Richard Harding Gerakd Harding Ethal Brown
July
14 Colebrook Richard Loiselle Richard Loiselle Janet Archibald
September
19 Lebanon Daniel Hebert Sr. Treffle Hebert Florence Bourassa
October
23 Colebrook Phil Lambert Sr. Oliver Lambert Marie Fortin
November
19 Colebrook Emanuel Pecoraro Joseph Pecoraro Angle Occhiulipo
December
4 Colebrook A lary Biron
1
1






PLEASE RECYCLE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
MATERIAL
Junk Mail
A Community Solution for the Rising Cost of Solid Waste Disposal
Cost Analysis for Colebrook
Approximate cost to run the transfer station with no program change will be $230,000
raised through taxes.
With the implementation ofPAYT assuming 1000 tons ofwaste instead of 1200 tons
through increased recycling Only $173,000 will need to be raised through sale of bags.
The actual cost to run the facility through bag sales will be $2.75 per bag. We will suggest
$3.00 to set aside funds for capital improvement and emergencies.
Recycling With Charge
Because of disposal cost, some recyclables will still have a charge. For more information
inquire at the Transfer Station.
• Refrigerators
• Roofing and Demolition Debris
• Furniture, Mattresses and Box Springs
• Tires
• Fluorescent Bulbs
• Electronics and TVs with Video displays
• Computer monitors and Towers
• Any Gas Cylinders
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RecyclingMakes Sense
Almost all of Your Waste Can Be Recycled
1. Food Waste: With the exception of meat, dairy products and eggs, you can
compost almost anything. Compost bins are available at the public works
department for a fee.
2. Paper and Cardboard: Almost all paper is recyclable as long as it is free from food
material. Junk mail and even paper towels are included. Nearly 34% of our trash is
paper.
3. Containers: Plastic bottles (#1 or 2), glass, and aluminum are all recyclable.






Phone PWD: (603) 237-8019





PAY AS YOU THROW
WHAT IS IT?
Pay as you Throw (PAYT) is a different way of paying for waste disposal services. In Colebrook,
the proposed plan will work on a per bag basis. This means households are charged for each bag
ofwaste they generate. Meaning that each individual will be more inclined to recycle and you only
pay for what waste you generate
ADVANTAGES
1. There is no charge for general recyclables such as paper, cardboard, plastics,
glass, and metals.
2. It you recycle and your neighbor does not, your tax dollar will not be used to
help dispose of their garbage
3. Through the charge of labeled garbage, bags made available at local retailers the
transfer station will be self-sustaining and your tax dollars will not be used for
solid waste disposal. This could offset future tax
Because of the potential cost savings, both you and your neighbors will naturally
want to recycle and reduce the amount of trash you generate. When you reduce your
waste, you help lower the cost for your entire community.
Recycling is good for our planet, and will reduce the need for more landfills and
incinerators in New Hampshire
FACTS:
• Forty-six towns and cities in New Hampshire utilize the PAYT system
• Over 7000 towns and cities across the nation use PAYT
• New Hampshire communities with PAYT programs have reported an average solid waste
reduction of30%
• PAYT works with both drop offand curbside services
• Illegal dumping has not been a problem tor most communities
• Trash disposal is not free. It is paid for either by property taxes and or charges from haulers.
Tie average household pays $242 a year in property taxes to dispose ofwaste.
• Often solid waste disposal is the third or fourth highest line item in the town budget, exclusive
of education cost
• PAYT offers people a means to control their waste disposal costs
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WHAT IS IN OUR GARBAGE?
35% Organic 6% Metal
30% Paper 5% Other
12% Construction 9% Plastic
3% Glass
• Each person in New Hampshire Generates an average of 7.1 pounds ofwaste per day
• Each person generates more than one ton ofTrash Per year
• In Colebrook it cost $92 per resident to dispose of solid waste each year
• The solid waste industry in NH is estimated $250 at million per year
• Solid waste disposal and recycling employs almost 5000 people in NH
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